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1. Introduction. Geometry in the Nash category is intermediate
between real algebraic and real analytic geometry, and provides a
link whereby methods of algebraic geometry can be applied to some
problems in differential topology. See [ l ] for example.
The Nash structure of a manifold embedded in Rn is not deformed
by perturbations of the embedding; this is a consequence of the
uniqueness theorem of Nash [2]. In the context of the general problem of deformation of Nash structures, Mazur has asked whether
these "embedding" structures are in fact rigid (see below for definitions). We show here that for the unit circle S1 this is not the case.
We wish to thank Barry Mazur for introducing us to Nash manifolds, and we are most grateful to him for the several conversations
in which he showed us how to present our own examples.
2. Definitions. A real analytic function f:U—>R on an open set
UQRn is called algebraic if there is a non trivial real polynomial P
such that P(xi, • • • , xny ƒ) = 0 where the x% are the coordinate functions. A Nash manifold is a topological space M together with a sheaf
OM of local rings over M such that every point pÇzM has a neighbourhood V on which 0M | V is isomorphic to the sheaf Ou of germs of
algebraic functions on open subsets of an open subset U of Rn. Alternatively, a Nash manifold can usefully be thought of as a real analytic
manifold with maximal atlas { Uay <f>a} of charts such that the overlap
maps 4>p o<f>al:<l>a(Ua(^ Up)—><l>p(Uttr\ U$) are all coordinate-wise algebraic. A real analytic map yp\ M—>N is a Nash map if \[/*0NC.0M. Nash
manifolds M, N are equivalent (M=N) if there is a diffeomorphism
h:M—>N such that h and h~~l are Nash maps. A Nash manifold M is
rigid if any real analytically locally trivial Nash map p\E~+B with
p~xi}))=M for some bGB is locally trivial (in the Nash sense) at 6.
n
EXAMPLES. (1) R has a canonical Nash structure R"; we take
n
U=R in the above.
(2) A real algebraic embedding i:M—>Rn induces an embedding
structure Mi on M from J?? by 0;ift=i*0Kn». This structure does not
depend on the choice of embedding [2] so we denote it by Memb.
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(The "real algebraic manifold " structures in [2] are precisely these
embedding structures.)
(3) The covering map e:R—>S1:x*-*exp 2irix induces a Nash structure SeXp on S1 from Rc. The Nash manifolds Semb a n d Slxp are not
equivalent, since 5emb admits (global) nonconstant Nash maps
Slmb-^Rc (e.g. (x, y)*~>x, taking SXCR2) whereas 5exp does not; any
Nash map Slxp-^RC lifts to an algebraic function R—>R which is
periodic and therefore constant.
3. The structures 5*. Consider a Nash structure jRsin defined on
R as follows: on any open set VQR the Nash functions (i.e. the elements of 0i?sin | V) are precisely those real analytic functions algebraically dependent on sin 2wx. In the neighbourhood of any point,
sin 2wx or cos 2irx will define a chart for this structure. Note that
e'.R—ïS1 is a Nash map Rsin—>Slmh, and Slmh = RSiI)/Z. Note also that
under addition Rain is a group object in the Nash category, since
sin 2ir(x-\-y) is algebraically related to sin 2wx and sin 2iry (by the
well-known formula!).
Let E = Rtm X Rainy regarded as a group over i?J n = {x G Rain \ x > 0 } .
Translation by sections of the subgroup F={(x,
y)ÇzE\y/xÇzZ}
gives a free action of Z on E, and by iteration of the sine formula it is
seen to be a Nash action. This defines an exact sequence
0 -> F -> E -> Ej F -> 0
of Nash groups over i?J n . The real analytic diffeomorphism E-+E:
(x, y)»—>(x, yoo) takes F onto RtmXZ and hence induces a real analytic
isomorphism between the above sequence and

0~*Z-+R->R/Z->0
understood as an exact sequence of trivial bundles over i?J n . Therefore E=E/F is real analytically equivalent to R+ X R/Z = R+ X Sl.
Let p: R+ X S 1 - ^ R + denote projection on the first factor, and let
5« denote p~l(a) with the Nash structure induced by that of E.
Observe tha t 5} = 5embPROPOSITION.

particular, Sl~S^
PROOF.

p:E-^R^n
is not locally trivial as a Nash map. In
if and only if a/f3 is rational; thus S\ is not rigid.

The (non-Nash) map
7 : E —» E: (x, y) y-* (fix/a, fiy/a)

preserves F and hence induces a map y:E—>E. The restriction
ylp^M'Sa—^Sp
is easily checked to be a Nash isomorphism when
a/P is rational, sin 2iray being algebraically related to sin 2irPy.
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We now show that when a//3 is irrational there exists no Nash
map Sa-^Sp of nonzero degree, which proves S ^ S j . Such a map
(friSa-^Sp of degree k lifts to <? :R—»JR satisfying <j)(x+a) = f(x)+k^
and a nontrivial polynomial relationship P(sin lirx, sin 2ir<j)(x)) =0.
For fixed x the number of values mod 1 of <j>(x+n) {nÇzZ) is finite, so
there are m(x), n(x)(EZ such that $(x+n) —<t>(x)+rn. For most x
this holds with rn(x), n(x) constant in a neighbourhood of x, hence it
holds everywhere with w, n constant since $ is analytic. Letting
4>i(x) =<i)(x) — (rn/n)x1 we have 4>i(x+n) =<£i(x) and $ i ( x + a ) =<l>i(x)
+ (k/3—?na/n), which imply a//3 = kn/ni.
(Note. Our original proof applied only when j8 = 1. We are indebted
to P. Deligne for this improved version.)
REMARK 1. Assume now a irrational. Since </>i has periods 1 and a
it must be constant, so up to rotation there exists precisely one Nash
map S«—>Sp (a/|8 rational) of each degree k 5*0. If k = 0 then m — 0, and
there exist no nonconstant Nash maps S^-^Sl of degree zero for any
]8. A similar proof shows there exist no nonconstant Nash maps
o a *^expj or o a >JRC>
n
n
REMARK 2. A Nash Z-action on E given by w(x, y) = (2 #, 2 y)
preserves F and induces an action on E which takes fibres to fibres.
The quotient space E/Z is a torus equipped with a Nash structure
such that the Nash map p':E/Z—>Rtm/Z = S\mh induced from p is a
trivial real analytic fibration over Sl but is not locally trivial in the
Nash sense.
REMARK 3. Barry Mazur has shown us a general w-dimensional
setting for the above. Take i^in^^sinXi^sinX • • • Xi^sin (n times),
and let B denote the space of all bases of the .R-vector space R"{n.
Since B is an open subset of jRsin it inherits a Nash structure. Let
£ = i3X.Rsin regarded as a Nash group over B} and let FQ.E be the
subgroup defined by Fb = discrete subgroup of R"in generated by b
(bÇzB). Taking the quotient E/F we obtain a family {r&j&ejs of ntori over J5, and it can be shown by an extension of the above arguments that Tby T^ are equivalent if and only if b and b' lie in the same
orbit under the natural action of GL(w, 0 ) on B.
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